Remo Software Launches Remo Repair AVI
– Corrupt AVI File Repair Tool
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif., Aug. 13, 2012 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Remo Software
has announced the launch of Remo Repair AVI, a newly designed tool for
repairing unplayable avi, xvid and divx file formats. This launch comes as
another major breakthrough for the company, which has established its
credentials as a trusted and reliable software company.
AVI files become unplayable because of corruption. While severe file
corruption can render the file completely unplayable, minor corruption can
lead to teething problems, like sound but no picture or vice versa; picture
freeze while sound play continues, pixilated images, audio video sync
problems and lots more. These problems might be due to codec issue, corrupted
frames or bad AVI index. Identifying and addressing these issues is where the
challenge lies. Not all tools can diagnose the malady accurately. Remo has
come out with an infallible application to set such files right and repair
avi files.
“Disoriented movie files leave one frustrated and helpless,” said Omer
Faiyaz, the CEO of Remo Software. “We have developed an application which can
effectively fix corrupt movie files and make them reusable. Playing
downloaded video files smoothly has always been a problem, but now, with this
new application, we have removed all hassles associated with such viewing.”
Remo Repair AVI has been designed to carry out a fast analysis of the
corrupted file. It first identifies the basic error, and then leads the
detection up to other underlying errors in the audio/video stream. This is
followed by fixing the audio/video error alongside, and seamlessly
integrating the two to restore smooth viewing. The USP of this application
lies in its demo version which fixes the file and shows the user the complete
repaired file. So, a user can feel assured before shelling out money on the
product.
This new application is available for Windows and Mac users. Remo Repair AVI
is available at official Remo Software Website. For more information, please
visit http://www.remosoftware.com/ .
About Remo Software Private Limited:
Remo Software is a software apps provider for Windows and Macintosh OS. The
company specializes in developing data recovery, file repairing and data
erasing applications. Some of its much acclaimed products include data
recovery software for Mac and Windows OS and tool repair applications for
corrupted MOV, PowerPoint, RAR, Word, Zip, and Outlook. Other well-known
products introduced by Remo include convert OST to PST files, File Eraser,
Drive Wipe, and Drive Defrag. The company has won several accolades for its
relentless efforts to introduce advanced applications to enhance system
utility.
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